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(1) Overall assessment of the thesis  
 
-scientific merit and originality: The candidate identified a key signal pathway, mTOR-eIF4F, 
that regulates the translational event during nuclear envelope breakdown in the oocyte. She 
continued to characterize the downstream effectors of mTOR: 4EBP1 and S6K1. The work 
matches the topic and generated impactful data for other researches. 
 
-experimental design and mastering of the methods: The candidate has optimized new 
imaging methods to visualize RNA localization and in situ detection of translation activities 
which is beneficial to the community.  
 
-interpretation of results, quality of documentation: The quality of the presented dissertation 
testifies the publications in high impacted journals (Nature communication, Cell Cycle, and 
others which are under revision).   
 
 
(2) Specific Critical comments 
 
Major comments: 
 
-Reorder the thesis structure (Chapter 3) according to Aims of the thesis (Chapter 2) not 
based on the chronology of publications: For example, Chapter 3.1 should be Aim3, Chapter 
3.3 should be Aim4…. 
 
-The localization of Global RNA ad RBPs in human and mouse GV oocytes.  
I do not understand of this sentence on Page 34 “We found that poly(A) RNA fluorescence 
signal is distributed evenly in the cytoplasm and nucleoplasm with the presence of the 
abundant poly(A) RNA foci in the cytoplasm and nucleus of human oocyte (Fig 6A). In Fig. 
6A on page 35, I saw stronger green signal in the nucleus of mouse oocyte. Human GV 
nucleus is very small and I cannot tell whether the green signal is evenly distributed because 
of overlapping signal from red. Are there single channel images available? Scale bars need 
to be confirm are correct labelled in Fig6A (both are 20uM? Human oocyte should be larger). 
 
Minor comments:   
-Scientific Terminology: I noticed that the candidate used some words such as cummular 
cells on page 42 (usually cumulus cells), nucleotransfer on page 41 (usually nuclear 
transfer), and e.i. (usually i.e.?). 
 
- Missing and updating References: I failed to find a few paper on page 24 (King et al., 2015, 
Kloc and Etkin, 2005, and Flemr and Svoboda 2011); add Pfeiffer et al 2011 J Proteome 
Res in to Page 14; add newer papers on maternal factors such as Zhang and Smith 2015 
Reprod Fertil Dev;  
 
-Consistence: such as using both WB (page 30) and immunoblot (page 31) for western-blot, 
try to use same term. 
 



-Typos: such as on Summary of the PhD thesis on page 15: RPS24 should be RPL24? 
On page 7 “it RNA” should be “its RNA”? On page 33, some mislabelling such as interaction 
foci should be Fig5C instead of 5B; RPS6 negative control should  be in Fig5B instead of 5A 
 
-Images: Change Fig2 NSN oocyte to a more representative one: For me this image looks 
like Partly SN, not NSN. 
 
 
(3) Questions for the candidate: 
 
-This thesis describes the temporal-spatial transcription/translation in the oocytes and 2-cells, 
not much data on zygotes and can you speculate it? 
 
-The candidate has developed many usual tools for monitoring RNA, RNA binding protein 
etc. If you are handling a new project which will be studying a few of new maternal factors, 
how will you start with and what techniques you will use? 
 
-On page 32, the candidate showed different localization of ribosomal proteins in the oocytes 
and 2-cells. Can you explain the potential biological meaning? 
 
Conclusion: The dissertation met its objective. I highly recommend award to Mgr 
Denisa Jansová the academic degree Ph.D. 
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